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Don't Forget the
Plays in Guild Hall
Tonight at 8:30
—See Page 2
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Mothers' Day Services ]
In Eugene Churches
Tomorrow
—See Page 2
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Portland, and it will last till goes to the men's house with tluo
midnight. Flowers, formats, soft finest record has been discontinued
lights and all the glamour of years until after the war.
gone by will be in order for the
Refreshments will be served din-

climax of the Junior Weekend celeing intermission to the patrons*
bration.
and patronesses on the floor. MoHonored guests for the Prom thers and fathers
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makes ready for an entrance today at the Campus Picnic, who:
■Queen Anita Fernandez will he crowned. In the picture, from ief
to right: Princesses Pegge Ivlepper, Phyllis Horstman,
Queen Anita
Elaine Wilson, and Frances Colton.

NEW PRIME MINISTER
Bol) Kirby sits with his
running mates from the air corps. Fron
left to right: Harlowe Bohn, Bill O'Beirne, George Wilson,
Kirby
Dick Foss.

Campus

Picnic To Feature

Food, Canoe Fete

The green lawn of the lower campus will be the focus of attention of
students and
parents alike today at 5:30 p.m., for the all-campus picnic.
Lunches are to be brought by the various
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Board, senior women's honorary,
left, will tap their new pledges at
that time.
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PICNIC PREPARATIONS
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